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Rejlers conducts a 

network study to 

wind power developer 
Rejlers has received an order by wpd Scandinavia. A network study will demonstrate how the company's 

wind farm in Skellefteå can be connected to the existing grid. 

“Engineers from our operations in Sweden and Norway will work together in the project. I think that we will see 

much more cooperation across borders in the future where we use each other's expertise in order to best 

contribute to our clients' projects”, says Rejlers CEO Eva Nygren, 

The network study Rejlers has been asked to deliver will demonstrate how wpd Scandinavia's wind farm in 

Aldermyrberget can be connected to the existing grid. This will include analyzing and evaluating the electrical 

performance of the existing wind farm. The study will be implemented by using the calculation tool PSS/E. 

wpd Scandinavia is working with the development of onshore wind power. The wpd group also includes wpd 

Offshore Stockholm that develops offshore wind power. 

For further information: 

Eva Nygren; President and CEO, +46 73 412 66 60, e-mail: eva.nygren@rejlers.se 

Rebecka Oxelström; Head of Communications, +46 73 412 66 75, e-mail: rebecka.oxelstrom@rejlers.se 
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